
Webinar Q&A Sheet 

ADC Characterization: the Light Scattering Biophysical Toolbox 
The recorded webinar may be viewed here. These questions were submitted by 

live viewers. Additional information on MALS, DLS, and FFF may be found on the 
Wyatt Library under Webinars, Application Notes, Featured Publications and 
Bibliography, as well as on the corresponding Product and Theory pages of our website.  

Please contact info@wyatt.com with any additional questions. 

ADC- and conjugate-specific 

1. What is the minimum Mw difference between unmodified mAb and ADC required for
DAR determination by Protein Conjugate Analysis in ASTRA? 

Typically a difference of at least 3-5% will give the most robust results (i.e. 
addition of ≥4.5 kDa based on a typical IgG platform). We have had success with lower 
modification levels (down to ~1%) but this requires accurate dn/dcs and extinction 
coefficients of the modifier and pristine SEC-MALS conditions to optimize sensitivity. 

2. Does Protein Conjugate Analysis work if the drug (payload) also has UV absorbance (i.e.
when the UV profile does not purely reflect the protein component)? 

Yes.  The simplest situation (detailed in the webinar) is when the modifier – i.e., 
linker+drug - does not absorb in the UV.  In this case the extinction coefficient of the 
mAb and the dn/dcs of the mAb and the modifier are used.  Conjugate analysis still 
works when the modifier absorbs in the UV, as long as its extinction coefficient (by 
mass concentration, au(g/L)-1cm-1, not by molar concentration, au(mol/L)-1cm-1) 
differs substantially from that of the protein. The only requirement is that its 
extinction coefficient is known and entered into the appropriate field in ASTRA.  

3. Can conjugate analysis be done if the conjugate itself is a protein or peptide?

Potentially.  Conjugate analysis requires that the dn/dc and/or UV extinction
coefficients of component A differ substantially (e.g. by a factor of ~2) from those of 
component B; resolution increases as the differences become greater. That is, if dn/dcs 
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are similar (as they would be for most proteins and peptides), conjugate analysis would 
require that the UV absorbance properties be very distinct.   

4. Do buffer matrices (excipients) interfere with DAR analysis?

Sometimes. Small molecule excipients may complicate the calculations if they
absorb in the UV, or if they form micelles that either co-elute with the ADC or actually 
form around the ADC. Alternatively, larger molecules can be problematic if they co-elute 
with the ADC, either because of non-covalent interaction with the ADC or formation of 
complexes whose elution profiles match those of the ADC. 

5. What were the UV absorption wavelengths of the mAb and drug for the examples presented
in the webinar? 

UV was monitored at 280 nm. 

6. Would an equimolar mixture of linker and small molecule give the same dn/dc as if the
linker and small molecule are covalently bonded (provided the covalent bond does not impact the 
signal)? 

When measured in batch mode (no fractionation) – yes. The dn/dc of the mixture 
would equal the sum of the dn/dc values of each component, multiplied by their 
respective mass fractions. 

7. When calculating DAR for ADCs, how do you account for the glycans present in the
mAbs? 

If the amount of glycan is low (e.g. 5x less than the mass of the modifier) the dn/
dc of the unmodified antibody will be dominated by the protein component. At 
higher degrees of modification one could a) calculate dn/dc as the weight-average of 
the dn/dc values of the protein and glycans, b) empirically determine the dn/dc of the 
mAb or c) use ASTRA to calculate the correct dn/dc through Protein Conjugate Analysis 
prior to linking the modifier. This value can then be used for the “protein” dn/dc in 
the ADC analysis.  

8. Have you developed a method to determine the distribution of the DAR?

The distribution of DAR can only be determined if there is sufficient separation
between eluting species. For many ADC’s and typical columns, there may be little or no 
separation and therefore it would be impossible to determine the distribution. Highly 
hydrophobic drugs or linkers could lead to strong DAR-dependent column interactions 
and thus separation, where the eluting, relatively homogeneous species are characterized 
individually by UV-MALS-RI to determine DAR distributions. There is no universal 
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method for achieving appropriate separation conditions so it should be done on a case-
by-case basis by the user. We rarely provide this service. 

ASTRA allows you to graph both cumulative and differential weight distributions, 
so if reasonable DAR-dependent separation is achieved these tools will help quantify the 
DAR distribution. 

9. How much mass needs to be injected to get a suitable LS signal from an antibody?  How
do you approach dn/dc when working with antibody-polymer conjugates (I am working with 
scarce materials)? 

For online analysis good data can be obtained with at least ~0.05 µg injected 
antibody (assuming an IgG Mw of ~150kDa). This value may vary depending on the 
cleanliness of the system, column condition, etc.    

The answer to the second question regarding antibody-polymer conjugates 
depends on what exactly you are trying to accomplish, and on how much a priori 
information is available.  

a) If your goal is to quantify the molar masses of the protein and the conjugated
polymer via the Protein Conjugate Analysis, you need to know the dn/dc of the 
protein and polymer individually. It is usually safe to assume for the protein 
the (nearly) universal protein dn/dc of 0.185 mL/g.  

• For many polymers dn/dc values can be obtained from the literature. Since
dn/dc depends on chemical composition but not on conformation, the
literature values will be relevant regardless of whether your polymer
differs from the reference material in terms of branching, molar mass, etc.

• If there is no relevant literature value, you can measure dn/dc of the
polymer by itself using very small quantities using the peak injection
method. This involves flowing a known total mass of polymer through the
Optilab RI detector at a known, fixed flow rate without an intervening
column or MALS detector. The RI peak is integrated and compared to the
total injected mass to determine dn/dc. While not quite as reliable as the
batch method (completely filling the RI detector with a series of known
polymer concentrations), this should work if you have insufficient material
with which to make a batch measurement of dn/dc.

Once you have the dn/dc and extinction coefficient values of the protein
and the polymer, you can proceed to characterize conjugated complexes via
the Protein Conjugate Analysis algorithm (a template in ASTRA).
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b) If your goal is to provide a single dn/dc value with which to characterize the
molar mass distribution of a heterogeneous solution, comprising a protein 
conjugated to polymers of varying size, via standard MALS analysis methods, 
then you are asking the wrong question! The overall dn/dc of the complex changes 
with the molar mass of the bound polymer, so there is no single value of dn/dc 
applicable to this analysis. The correct approach is to perform the conjugate 
analysis across the chromatogram, in order to determine the polymer mass and 
total complex mass at each elution volume. 

c) If your goal is to determine an average value across the entire distribution and
perhaps some additional parameters describing the distribution, and you do not 
have sufficient protein-polymer conjugate to perform a standard batch dn/dc 
determination, you could use the peak injection method described above on the 
complex: prepare a known total mass (e.g. by weighing a dry sample after 
thoroughly dialyzing against water), inject at a fixed flow rate into the RI detector, 
integrate the peak and compare with the known total mass to determine dn/dc. 

General LS Questions 

10. How do excipients impact light scattering measurements?  Which excipients preclude
analysis with any of the techniques you mentioned? 

Excipients can impact light scattering measurements in several ways, depending 
on the technique used. The primary effects are: modification of dn/dc or solution 
viscosity at high excipient concentrations; UV absorption; formation of particles or 
micelles close in size to that of the molecule of interest; and aggregation (or poor 
solubility). The actual scattering from monomeric small-molecule excipients such as salt, 
sugars or surfactant is usually low enough to ignore. 

For online measurements (e.g. SEC-MALS), the primary limitations are UV 
absorption (which precludes good UV measurements on the molecule of interest) or 
formation of particles that co-elute with the sample of interest. Mobile phases for SEC 
rarely incorporate very high excipient concentrations, except perhaps a salt such as NaCl. 
If the salt concentration exceeds 200-300 mg/mL the dn/dc values of both protein and 
conjugate will be slightly reduced and should be evaluated. Additionally, if the excipient 
is incorporated in the mobile phase and significantly increases the scattering intensity 
from the solvent itself (e.g. micelles eluting continuously) you could expect a nominal 
decrease in sensitivity.   

For batch measurements (DLS and MALS), all of the on-line effects apply and 
some new impacts are added. For example, excipients that form complexes similar in size 
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to that of the molecule of interest (to within ~5x in radius, e.g. detergent micelles) would 
confound batch DLS. You would also have to determine the changes in viscosity due to 
high excipient concentration in batch DLS. Concentrations of sugars or similar molecules 
above ~ 5% impact batch MALS measurements both via dn/dc changes and because of 
non-specific interactions between the sugar and macromolecule. Also, batch light 
scattering is in general highly impacted by large aggregates due to, e.g. poorly solubilized 
excipients, but these can usually be filtered from the solution prior to measurement. 

11. Does your plate reader use special 96-well plates?

It uses industry-standard well plates, though not every type of plate will provide
good results. We have identified several commonly available 96, 384 and 1536-well 
plates which work well with our plate reader. Please contact Wyatt Technology for a 
list of suitable plates. 

12. How is polydispersity calculated in DLS?  What is the cutoff before a sample is considered
to be polydisperse? 

In DYNAMICS the ‘mean radius’ is equal to the intensity-weighted average 
radius. The ‘polydispersity’ is the standard deviation of the size distribution about the 
mean Rh value, also weighted by intensity. Then ‘%polydispersity’ is equal to 
(polydispersity/mean Rh)x100.  We typically characterize a sample as monodisperse if its 
%polydispersity is below ~15%.  

13. Can we directly compare the diffusion interaction parameters between formulations with
very different viscosity?  If we get a more positive kD in a formulation containing 10% sucrose can 
we say that the protein is more stable in the sugar formulation? 

kD is determined by assessing diffusion across a concentration range of analyte 
within a given buffer composition.  In other words, if the formulation viscosity is different 
due to buffer components (e.g. sugars) then the kD values can be compared directly to 
those in the same buffer absent excipients etc.  Solvent viscosity (for each condition) must 
be known and is input into DYNAMICS for the analysis.  Generally, although exceptions 
do occur, a more-positive kD would be predictive of increased colloidal stability.   

A more subtle point has to do with the impact of protein-excipient interactions on 
kD, beyond the viscosity question. The framework for kD analysis assumes that the 
solution consists of two components, protein and buffer. At 10% sucrose it is no longer 
rigorously correct to consider the solution to consist of two components, but it actually 
consists of three: protein, sucrose and buffer. In practice you can expect the plot of 
diffusion coefficient vs concentration to fall on a straight line for a well-behaved (non-
self-associating) two component system, and therefore the linear approximation inherent 
in kD analysis to be correct, but the plot will be curved for 10% sucrose and the linear 
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approximation no longer valid. This deviation, due to protein-excipient interactions, has 
been demonstrated clearly in measurements of second virial coefficient but has not been 
explored sufficiently in kD measurements. Since kD is used primarily for screening rather 
than rigorous analysis, the effect can probably be ignored but should be investigated 
further. 

14. Do you have to correct for viscosity when measuring kD by DLS at higher protein
concentrations? 

By definition, kD describes the first-order deviation from ideal behavior and 
therefore should be determined at lower protein concentrations (i.e. approaching 
“infinite dilution”) where viscosity is governed by buffer components and temperature.  

The dependence of diffusion coefficient on concentration at high protein 
concentrations is poorly understood. At this time there is no accepted theoretical 
framework for carrying out the analysis and coming up with descriptive parameters such 
as kD, or how to include viscosity due to protein-protein interactions, at high protein 
concentration.  

15. Do you have calibrants?

Calibration of MALS or DLS against size standards is not necessary.  The flow cell
in the MALS detector is calibrated with a universal liquid, toluene, in order to 
characterize the detector response to scattered light.  

16. What is the maximal protein concentration that can be measured by DLS, considering the
multiple scattering effect under high concentration? 

In general, multiple scattering isn’t an issue for protein solutions that do not 
undergo significant aggregation, self-association or phase separation, even at 
concentrations of hundreds of mg/mL.  In fact, well-behaved protein solutions scatter less 
light at these high concentrations than they do at moderate concentrations of tens of 
mg/mL! This phenomenon, though not widely appreciated among practitioners of light 
scattering, is a fundamental outcome of light scattering theory as well as an 
experimentally validated result. 

Multiple scattering is only significant if a sample appears turbid or opalescent, and 
can occur in protein solutions due to phase separation, major aggregation or significant 
self-association.  It is more commonly observed in suspensions of particles with radii of 
tens or hundreds of nm. 

On the other hand, non-ideal diffusion at moderate or high concentrations (a result 
of protein-protein interactions, even if self-association does not occur) means that the 
analysis of molecular size based on diffusion coefficients is incorrect, even though 
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multiple scattering does not occur. If you use our DLS instruments, please contact 
support@wyatt.com for assistance with application development or data interpretation. 
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